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Plan of talk
●

Online Environmental Activist Networks
–

Introduction

–

Approach (data and methods)

–

●

Choice of key activist websites (“ seed sites” )

●

Classification of websites (automatic/manual)

●

Web mining for hyperlinks to and from seed sites

●

Data cleaning

●

Visualisation tools

Analysis
●

Content analysis

●

Hyperlink analysis
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Plan of talk (cont.)
●

Virtual Observatory for the Study of Online
Networks (VOSON)
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Online environmental activist
networks - Introduction
●

Environmental activist groups are active users of the
Internet - low-cost medium with global reach (can facilitate
formation of global virtual communities - compensating for
lack of critical mass of activists in a given country).
–

Online activist networks (OAN) may lack attractions of the
group experience and “ fun and adventure” factor (van de
Donk et al 2004)

–

OAN are easy to join and leave, sometimes lack ideological
coherence: more difficult to organise coherent campaigns
(Bennett 2004)

–

OAN are easily accessible for research purposes and
researchers may overstate their importance (Rucht 2004)4

Introduction - 2
●

●

●

Web data are useful for social science research into
OAN but these data are different in scale and nature to
data usually studied by empirical social scientists (e.g.
surveys).
Require new methods and approaches.
This project: New approach for studying online
environmental activist networks with particular focus
on emergence of an anti-nanotechnology theme in
these networks.
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Introduction - 3
●

●

Nanotechnology - or the science of technology
development at the atomic level - is increasingly being
used in a range of industries including textiles and
agriculture.
While nano-proponents emphasise benefits such as
increased food yields and novel consumer goods,
nanotechnology has also generated concerns about
implications for population health and safety.
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Introduction - 4
●

●

●

This research is the “ demonstrator project” for an
Australian Research Council Special Research
Initiative (e-Research Support) grant for the
establishment of VOSON
Contributors: ANU, OII, UCSB, University of Leicester
Papers presented to 26th International Sunbelt Social
Network Conference, Vancouver.
–

Ackland, R., O'Neil M., Bimber B., Gibson, R. and S. Ward
(2006), "New Methods for Studying Online Environmental Activist Networks"

–

O'Neil M. and R. Ackland (2006), "The Structural Role of
Nanotechnology-Opposition in Online Environmental Activist Networks"
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Online environmental activist
networks - Approach
●

●

Methodology is embodied in purpose-built software
called Uberlink (Ackland, 2006) - a component of the
Virtual Observatory for the Study of Online Networks
(VOSON) web-based software environment (
http://voson.anu.edu.au).
Software used to construct an activist connectivity
database (ACD) that records and categorizes the
URLs of the web pages that either link to or are linked
to by a given set of activist group homepages (the
“ seed set” ).
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Seed set – 162 activist group homepages
●

●

Seed set construction relied on a combination of search
techniques used in exploration of “ issue networks” (Rogers
and Zelman, 2002):
–

Search engine crawls of key words

–

Associative reasoning (finding issues and related websites
relevant to the topic)

–

Public trust logics (finding groups commonly linked to by
players trusted to be important in the debate)

–

Media stories (following links from an authoritative news
source).

Process of constructing the ACD revealed additional sites that
could be considered for inclusion into the seed set.
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Automatic classification of sites
●

Extracted TLD information from each of the
pages in the ACD:
–

generic TLD, e.g. .com, .edu

–

country code TLD, e.g. .au, .uk
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Manual classification of seed sites
●

Focus of environmental activist group
–

“ environmental-global” - deal primarily with issues such
as climate change, forest and wildlife preservation,
nuclear weapons, and sustainable trade. (92 sites)

–

“ environmental-bio” - deal primarily with genetic
engineering, organic farming, biopiracy and patenting
issues. (47 sites)

–

“ environmental-toxic” - deal primarily with pollutants and
with issues of environmental justice. (23 sites)
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Manual classification (cont.)
●

Country of origin - identified via the country code TLD,
when present, and by visually inspecting the site otherwise
–

●

Majority of seed sites (67) are US-based, 26 are from
the UK and the remaining sites come from 24 other
countries (the country of origin of three sites could not
be determined)

generic TLD
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Manual classification (cont.)
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Constructing the ACD – Step 1
●

Web crawler was used to crawl each of the pages in the
seed set to find outbound hyperlinks from the activist
groups. Each page returned by the crawler was checked
against two criteria (ensuring that each page in the ACD
is unique and that the ACD is not dominated by the pages
of very large websites):
●

●

●

the page must not already be in the ACD (i.e. it must
be a ‘ new’ page)
the page must be ‘ non-intrinsic’ (i.e. not share the
same domain name) to the seed page being
crawled.

Pages satisfying these criteria were placed into the 1st
ring of the ACD.
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Constructing the ACD – Step 2
●

1st ring of the ACD was then augmented by using a
Google “ link:” query via the Google web API to find
inbound hyperlinks to the 162 seed pages, with all new
pages returned from the Google API being placed into
the ACD.
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Pages and “ page groups”
●

●

●

●

Final ACD contains 52,882 observations, with each
observation representing a unique web page.
Unit of analysis is the organisation (goal is to produce
network maps where the nodes are organisations, not web
pages) - aggregate web pages that come from the same
organisation into page groups (or “ sites” ). See Thelwall
(2004, 2006).
Majority of pages in the ACD were assigned to page
groups using simple rule: pages sharing the same domain
name were placed in same page group. For example, the
ACD contains 41 pages from the BBC site www.bbc.co.uk
– these were aggregated into a single page group.
Size of ACD reduced by 60% to 22,435 page groups.
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Visualisation tools
●

●

Trees showing minimum path from/to a given node LGL layout algorithm of Adai et al. (2004)
Clustering using force-directed graphing –
LinLogLayout algorithm of Noack (2004, 2005)
(appropriate for small-world graphs such as WWW)
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Min im u m p at h m ap - ou t b o u n d lin k s fr o m
www.cen t r efo r fo o d s afet y.o r g (LGL layo u t )
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Min im u m p at h m ap - r ecip r o cat ed lin k s fr o m
www.cen t r efo r fo o d s afet y.o r g (LGL layo u t )
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FDG – Step 1 (components & isolates)
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Lin Lo gLayo u t FDG - 5 3 8 n o d es (ed ge r ep u ls io n )
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Lin Lo gLayo u t FDG - 5 3 8 n o d es (n o d e r ep u ls io n )
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Online environmental activist
networks - Analysis
●

●

This part of presentation draws heavily from O'Neil M.
and R. Ackland (2006), "The Structural Role of
Nanotechnology-Opposition in Online Environmental Activist Networks"
We have classified environmental activist groups on
two dimensions:
–

“ type” - environmental-bio, environmental-global,
environmental-toxics

–

“ time in the network” - incumbents and newcomers
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Online environmental activist
networks – Analysis (cont.)
●

●

To what extent do different groups use collective
action frames to distinguish themselves? Content
analysis is used to determine specific “ dialects” for
each group.
To what extent do different groups exhibit differing
hyperlinking behaviour? Is there a difference across
the groups in terms of visibility on the web?
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Content analysis
●

●

●

Concept of frames comes from Goffman (1974: 21) - who
describes them as “ schemata of interpretation” which enable
individuals to “ locate, perceive, identify and label” occurences
within their life and the wider world. By rendering events
meaningful, frames function to organise experience and guide
collective or individual action (Benford et al. 1986).
To what extent do groups employ specific forms of dialect to
create a sense of community and purpose, and to
communicate their message more effectively?
Framing strategies, Benford and Snow (1986, 2000):
–

“ diagnostic frames” (used for problem identification and
attribution)

–

“ prognostic frame” (answering the question: what is to be
done?).
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Content analysis - 2
●

We use LinkParser (Sleator and Temperley, 1991;
Grinberg et al., 1995) to extract sequences of co-occuring
terms from the 162 web pages in the seed set.
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Content analysis - 3
●

environmental-global frame
●

●

Diagnostic frame is articulated around central notion of
the global environment, which takes many forms such as
climate/change (22). These problems stem from
oil/addiction (5) and greenhouse/emissions (4).
Prognostic frame is to take/action (10) by supporting
local/communities (6), civil/society (5), protected/areas
(5), indigenous/peoples (4) and to reduce/emissions (3)
so as to improve air/quality (3). This will be achieved
through soliciting/donations (3) so as to finance/programs
(3), helping to find/solutions (3).
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Content analysis - 4
●

environmental-bio frame
–

Diagnostic frame – Problems center around
trade/dispute(s) (5), trade/war(s) (5) and commercial
entities such as multinational/corporations (4) which make
misleading/claims (3) and exercise corporate/power (3). In
particular, businesses want to conduct field/trials (6),
introduce engineered/crops (6) and modified/organisms (5)
which could be used as animal/feed (4) or appear in
engineered/food (3), all of which compromise food/security
(5) and food/safety (4).

–

Prognostic frame - Solution is to encourage fair/trade (7)
and agrarian/reform (7) and wholesale rejection of these
dangerous innovations may be needed via safety/bans (5),
29
national/bans (5).

Content analysis - 5
●

environmental-toxics frame
–

Diagnostic frame - injustice because of the prevalence
of toxic/chemicals (6) in the world, which have negative
consequences for environmental/health (4) such as the
chemical/burden (4) which individuals have to carry. In
particular, waste/sent (3) out from factories is
being/dumped (3) unfairly on community/groups (4)
which are already socio-economically disadvantaged.

–

Prognostic frame - Solution is to improve
waste/management (8), which means modifying
waste/practices (5) and management/practices (5), as
well as insuring that adequate press/coverage (3) is
given to these issues.
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Hyperlink analysis
●

Hyperlinks represent communicative choices.
Interpretation of a hyperlink from page i to page j:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Kleinberg (1999) – hyperlinks confer authority or
endorsement
Davenport and Cronin (2000) - hyperlinks reflect trust
Bar-Ilan (2004), Ingwersen (1998) – hyperlinks represent
structure and value of the web
Burbules and Callister (2000) – hyperlinks produce
associative relations
Rogers and Marre (2000) – hyperlinks reflect
communicative and strategic choices of site producers
We can interpret the social or communication structure
among those social actors based on the hyperlink
structure (Park 2003)
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Hyperlink analysis - 2
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Hyperlink analysis - 3

33

Hyperlink analysis - 4
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VOSON - Introduction
●

●

●

●

The VOSON Project consists of researchers from both the
computer and social sciences working on the development
of new tools for research into online networks and the use of
these tools in empirical social science research.
The VOSON System - web-based software incorporating
web mining, data visualisation, and more ``traditional''
empirical social science methods.
The VOSON System is being built using web services to
facilitate access and sharing of distributed resources such
as datasets, methods and computational cycles.
VOSON therefore involves the use of e-Research (or
cyberinfrastructure) technologies in the social sciences.
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VOSON Project – history
●

●

Mid 2002 – Robert Ackland (RA) and Rachel Gibson (RG)
start joint research into online networks of political parties
Jan 2004 – RA and RG commence Australian Research
Council (ARC) Discovery Project application titled “ New
Methods for Researching the Existence and Impact of
Political Networks on the WWW” - $150K over 3 years
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VOSON Project – history (cont.)
●

Mid 2005 – awarded grant under ARC’ s Special Research
Initiative (e-Research Support) to establish VOSON – approx.
$100K over 1 year.
–

Grant is to support systems development and
“ demonstrator project” - research into online networks of
environmental activist groups.

–

Chief investigators – Robert Ackland, Markus Buchhorn,
Rachel Gibson, Mathieu O’ Neil

–

Partner investigators – Bruce Bimber (Center for
Information Technology and Society/Center for
Nanotechnology in Society, UCSB), Steve Ward (OII)
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VOSON System
●

●

Up till mid 2005, prototype built using Trolltech’ s Qt widget
library. Nice openGL visualisations.
Mid-2005 – shifted to web-based application
–

pros: easier to get people using software and collaborating

–

cons: limited visualisations, less user interactivity
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VOSON System (cont.)
●

Current production system
–

Runs on linux server (Fedora Core 4)

–

PHP user interface

–

web mining and some data processing/analysis in Perl

–

data processing in C++ (including Boost Graph Library)

–

MySQL relational database

–

Some web 2.0 (AJAX) code
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VOSON System (cont.)
●

Current development system
–

web services framework (gSOAP for C++, soap::lite for
Perl)

–

“ portlet” approach using jpwm (http://jpwm.sourceforge.net/
) - PHP class built on top of wz_dragdrop by Walter Zorn
and JPSpan that provides a simple way to setup a web
based window manager.

–

web 2.0 technologies: HTML_AJAX (
http://pear.php.net/package/)  provides PHP and
JavaScript libraries for performing AJAX (Communication
from JavaScript to your browser without reloading the
page)
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VOSON System (cont.)
●

Future plans
–

Nutch (http://lucene.apache.org/nutch/) " open source
web-search software that builds on Lucene Java, adding
web-specifics, such as a crawler, a link-graph database,
parsers for HTML and other document formats, etc.”

–

Lucene (http://lucene.apache.org) - “ a high-performance,
full-featured text search engine library written entirely in
Java. It is a technology suitable for nearly any application
that requires full-text search, especially cross-platform.”

–

Statistics – R server (running Carter Butts’ s sna package)
– RServer (www.r-project.org) and web services?
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VOSON System (cont.)
●

Future plans (cont.)
–

Shibboleth (http://shibboleth.internet2.edu/)  “a
standards-based, open source middleware software
which provides Web Single SignOn (SSO) across or
within organizational boundaries. It allows sites to make
informed authorization decisions for individual access of
protected online resources in a privacy-preserving
manner.”

–

Ultimate aim: VOSON Grid Portal - a way for providing a
single access point to Grid resources and lowering
technology barriers that researchers encounter when
trying to utilise the Grid. Provides common interface to
hardware/services and virtual environment that improves
42
collaboration between distributed research groups.

VOSON System (cont.)
●

Future plans (cont.)
–

If want a Grid Portal, why not use portal development
framework such as GridPort or JetSpeed – portlets
complying with JSR 168
●
●

High start-up costs – PHP is more accessible
GridPort and JetSpeed do not yet incorporate AJAX
– user interactivity that is needed for social science
research application (e.g. menu-driven)?
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VOSON-facilitated research
●
●

●

Online networking behaviour of political parties
Online networks of environmental activist
groups
Availability of migration information on the
WWW

●

The abortion debate on the WWW

●

Sampling of Web data

●

Using economic models of network formation to
model the link economy on the WWW
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VOSON - Plans
●

●

●

ANU’ s Major Equipment Bid – web servers
Accessing supercomputer (Australian Partnership for
Advanced Computing)
Negotiating data sharing agreement with CSIRO
(Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organisation) – large-scale crawls of the .au domain (10-25
million pages)
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